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ABSTRACT
Document management plays an important role in R&D project management for government
funding agencies, universities, and research institutions. The advent of Web services and XML
presents new opportunities for e-document management. This paper describes a novel solution
for processing large quantities of electronic documents in multiple formats within a short
timeframe. The solution is based on Web services for integrating two-tiered distributed
processing. It also involves a document extraction process for handling multiple document
formats, with XML as the intermediate for information exchange. The application of the solution at
the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) proved successful, and the general
approach may be applied to a broad range of e-document management settings.
Keywords: e-document management, Web services, XML, e-government solution
I. INTRODUCTION
Document management plays an important role in R&D project management [Eloranta et al.,
2001] in government funding agencies, universities, and research institutions. At various stages
of project management, such as proposal submission, project selection, and project evaluation
[Bonett and Deckro, 1993, Jiang and Klein, 1999, Marble, 2003, Schniederjans and Wilson, 1991,
Tian et al., 2004], many kinds of documents or forms are exchanged among a diverse range of
stakeholders such as applicants, research administrators of fund recipient organizations, external
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reviewers, and program directors and management. Prior research studied document
management problems either in general or from a particular viewpoint such as document retrieval
or document manipulation [Chin, 2001, Foo and Lim, 1997, Jones and Morrison, 1993, Lambrix
and Padgham, 2000, Zantout and Marir, 1999]. This research focuses on e-document exchange
and information extraction, which is an important topic of document management [Chang et al.,
2003, Hao et al., 1996, Iocchi, 1999].
This paper describes an application developed for the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (NSFC) to process research grant applications. The research problem arises from the need
to develop a practical solution to deal with some challenges faced by NSFC. NSFC is the largest
and most prestigious government funding agency for basic research in China, with an annual
budget of over RMB 2 billions (over 250 million US dollars) in 2003. Each year, NFSC receives
more than 40,000 grant applications from over 1,400 universities and research institutions in
China. Since 2003, all applications have been submitted and processed electronically using the
solution described in this paper.
The management of research grant applications is a document-intensive task for NSFC. The
traditional approach is primarily paper-based. Proposals are prepared by applicants using various
word-processors and then printed out for submission. Fund recipient organizations then review
and endorse the proposals, and send multiple hardcopies to NSFC via special delivery services
or personally delivered bulky packages. Much of the proposal information is re-entered into
management information systems at NSFC for evaluation and administrative purposes. The
project selection process is coordinated by senior management of NSFC and administered by the
program directors from seven departments organized corresponding to research disciplines. It
needs to be simple and transparent to ensure effective communication among stakeholders.
The widespread use of the Internet offers an opportunity to enhance the proposal submission
process. For example, the National Science Foundation (NSF) of the United States developed a
system, named FastLane (https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov), which allows online submission of
electronic proposals. In 2000, NSFC started to experiment with the use of the Internet to
streamline its project management processes. After a successful pilot run in 2002, NSFC rolled
out electronic submission nation-wide in January 2003.
A major challenge faced by NSFC is that the due date for a great majority of the proposals is
March 31. Proposals must be processed within one week so that review forms can be distributed
to the external reviewers on time. For example, in a short interval prior to March 31, 2003, NSFC
received 34,820 electronic applications from over 1,400 universities/research institutions nationwide, and all of them were processed by the solution described in this paper. About 150,000
evaluation forms were filled in by external reviewers and processed by the system during April
and June. The sheer volume and peak load present a unique challenge for NSFC. Other major
funding agencies around the world either distribute proposal submission dates over the whole
year (e.g., the U.S National Science Foundation) or they simply do not have the same volume.
Another major challenge facing NSFC is the diversity of document formats and Internet
accessibility. Throughout the grant application and review processes, application forms and
evaluation forms are submitted in different document formats, reviewed and exchanged by
various stakeholders. Therefore, a well-accepted intermediate is needed for the interchange of
multi-formatted documents across different application platforms. Internet access is not free of
charge to many applicants in China, nor is it reliable or accessible to those in certain remote
areas. Therefore, it is infeasible for most applicants to prepare their proposals online or use the
Web to fill in a major portion of the application data. Alternative means for document submission
are needed in addition to the Internet.
Distributed architecture is a common approach to solving workload problems [Casavant et al.,
2001, Jain and Purao, 1991]. A two-tiered distributed solution was developed for NSFC to handle
the challenges and to support the existing management process.
In brief, as a result of our work, the following procedure is now used: At the local level, applicants
submit their proposals electronically to their respective universities or research institutions first for
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review and endorsement. Each organization extracts required data from the proposals, and then
forwards the proposals along with extracted data in batch to NSFC. The e-document
management solution consists of two parts: (1) an Internet-based Research Information System
(IRIS) used at the local level and (2) The Internet-based Science Information System (ISIS,
http://isis.nsfc.gov.cn) used at NSFC. The distributed processing gives rise to the use of Web
services as the means for integrating the two levels, and to the use of XML to facilitate
information exchange across different application platforms.
II. THE WORKFLOW AND SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In the NSFC solution, submission and processing of application proposals involve the following
steps:
1. A registered applicant downloads the proposal form in Microsoft Word format, or Kingsoft
Word Processing System (WPS) format, which is the domestic rival of Word in China.
The applicant fills in the form offline, and then submits it.
2. The local IRIS then extracts data from the submitted form, and generates PDF document
for review and record keeping.
3. After gathering all submitted application forms, the organization manager of a fund
recipient organization submits the processed application files (i.e., a data file containing
extracted data, and the application documents) from IRIS to ISIS through Web services.
4. Once ISIS receives the submitted files from registered IRISs, it merges the data files into
its central database, and saves application documents into designated directories of a
document repository.
A detailed workflow, to solve the peek workload problem corresponding to these four steps, is
shown in Figure 1. It involves three kinds of stakeholders:
•

registered applicants,

•

registered organizations, and

•

NSFC.

The data extraction and process are divided into three parts: (1) proposal checking, protection,
and preprocess by embedded macros before submission; (2) proposal data extraction and PDF
file conversion by IRIS; and (3) proposal data integration and document storage by ISIS.
A distributed system architecture with Web services is shown in Figure 2. IRIS is used by fund
recipient organizations to accept online submission of proposals (arrow 1), and to extract required
information for local storage and management. A stand-alone subset of IRIS, MiniIRIS, is used for
this purpose (arrow 2) by organizations that cannot use IRIS because, for example, fast and
reliable Internet access is not available. Prior to the submission deadline, the extracted data and
proposals are sent to ISIS via Web services (arrow 3). For MiniIRIS users, the means for file
transmission is FTP, compact disks or even hard disks. In addition, applications from
organizations with less than 5 applications per year can be submitted to ISIS directly (arrow 4).
To integrate the two tiers and allow necessary interaction between NSFC and the fund recipient
organizations, both ISIS and IRIS provide services for each other in the form of Web services.
XML is used as the intermediate format for information exchange, e.g., transmission of extracted
proposal data. Together these two techniques allow the use of various computer platforms (e.g.,
Unix, and MS Windows) and electronic document formats (e.g., MS Word, WPS, and databases).
Detailed implementations are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 1. Workflow of Proposal Submission and Process
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Figure 2. A Distributed System Architecture to Support the Two-Tiered Approach
III. WEB SERVICES ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
In our proposed architecture, Web services are used to integrate the two tiers of information
systems. The most important goal of system integration is to share and reuse the
information/data and program/service in different information systems. The use of Web Services
on the World Wide Web, which is analogized to the use of CORBA in client/server environments
by some researchers, is expanding rapidly as the need for application-to-application
communication and interoperability grows. Web services provide a standard means of
communication among different software applications running on different platforms [Ferris and
Farrell, 2003]. The platform- and language-independence feature of Web service technology
makes it a suitable approach to information system integration. The power of Web services, apart
from their great interoperability and extensibility thanks to the use of XML, is that they can be
combined in order to support complex workflow, such as that in NSFC. In the NSFC case, C# is
used to implement the services on Microsoft .NET platform.
In Figure 2, Each Web service includes some relevant functions/operations to fulfill a specific
task. For example, ISIS provides the following services for those tasks that require validation at
NSFC or cannot be fulfilled by IRIS:
•

“ProposalDataIntegration” is responsible for the integration of the proposal data sent from
IRIS. An IRIS packages the extracted data in a fund recipient organization and sends them in
XML format to ISIS. The Web service receives and classifies the packages, and converts the
data into the ISIS database.

•

“ProposalDuplicationChecking” checks potential duplication according to various NSFC
regulations, which could disqualify applications. For example, a proposal should not be
identical or similar to existing or previous ones. Moreover, each applicant can only submit up
to two proposals each year. A researcher with associate professor’s title or below can only
lead one project, whereas a senior researcher ranked at full professor or its equivalent can
lead or participate in up to two projects at any given time. Conformance to these regulations
can only be checked by ISIS at the national level. IRIS can only do it within a local
organization due to limited data. Therefore, it needs to call ISIS for the service.

•

Similarly, “ProposalStatusChecking” enables applicants from local IRISs to check the current
approval status of a specific proposal submitted to NSFC.
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In return, IRIS provides services to be requested by ISIS. These services allow NSFC to access
additional
information
about
applicants
and
their
applications.
For
example,
“OriginalProposalAcquisition” allows NSFC staff to get the original proposal documents from
remote IRIS sites.
In Figure 2, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages are sent between the service
requestor (ISIS or IRIS) and the service provider for calling a Web service (arrow 3). SOAP is a
standard messaging protocol across Web services in the Internet, and is represented in XML
syntax and restricted by XML Schema. To learn how to interact with a Web service using
SOAP/XML messages, the service requestor must retrieve the service description first. WSDL
(Web Services Description Language) is used to describe functional interfaces of Web services.
A sample Web service description for “ProposalStatusChecking” is shown in Figure 3. It first
defines the input and output messages in SOAP format, and then the operation interface of the
Web service. Then, it makes a binding, and links to the Internet address of the real Web service
implementation. With this definition, client applications can be connected correctly with the Web
service by sending and receiving SOAP messages in the right formats.
The proposed architecture can be easily extended to support more document managementrelated services, which can be requested through widely accepted Internet standards and
protocols. The Web service-based architecture provides standards, convenience, reliability and
security for system integration. Without the Web service mechanism, remote access to many
services in ISIS such as “ProposalDuplicationChecking” would be very cumbersome.
<!-- The definition of “ProposalStatusChecking” service starts here -->
<message name="ProposalStatusSoupIn">
<!-- input message -->
<part name="parameters" element="nsfc:ProposalID" />
</message>
<message name="ProposalStatusSoupOut">
<!-- output message -->
<part name="parameters" element="nsfc:ProposalStatus" />
</message>
<portType name="ProposalStatusPortType">
<!-- definition of operations-->
<operation name="GetProposalStatus">
<input message="nsfc: PropStatusSoupIn" />
<output message="nsfc: PropStatusSoupOut" />
</operation>
</portType>
<binding name=" ProposalStatusSoup" type="nsfc: ProposalStatusPortType">
<!-- binding information of operations -->
...
<operation name="GetProposalStatus">
...
</operation>
...
</binding>
<service name="ProposalStatusChecking">
<!-- the Web service interface -->
<port name="ProposalStatusPort" binding="nsfc: ProposalStatusSoup">
<soap:address location="http://localhost/ ProposalStatusChecking.asmx" />
</port>
</service>
Figure 3. WSDL Fragments of a Sample Web Service
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IV. E-DOCUMENT EXTRACTION AND MANAGEMENT
XML is another key technology to the NSFC for e-document management. It is the intermediate
representation format for data storage and transmission between different application platforms.
As a global standard with wide acceptance, XML provides a simple, standard, self-describing way
of storing and exchanging text and data. Moreover, XML also provides a means for Web
interchangeable data representation.
The system architectures for document extraction and management in ISIS and IRIS are similar.
They are illustrated in Figure 4 with IRIS as an example: (1) at the front-end, users, including
applicants and external reviewers, download the proposal templates and submit the completed
proposals in different formats; (2) at the back-end, corresponding program modules extract the
incoming messages, then store the documents and extracted data into document repository and
databases respectively.

IRIS
Database

Document
Repository

Data manager

PDF converter

Back end

W ord extractor

HTM L form

W ord

W PS extractor

W ord

W PS

W PS

IRIS document gateway / Classification module

M essage

Front end

Transportation

HTM L, W ord/W PS file

HTTP
/W W W
W eb form

S/HTTP&
M IM E file

Soft copy
handover

File upload
/Email

Floppy

Figure 4. e-Document Extraction and Management

Front-end. Applicants interact with the systems using standard Web browsers, electronic mail
applications, or even floppy disks for proposal submission. The multiple channels are necessary
in light of the diversity of Internet accessibility in China. The front-end consists of two layers, the
transportation layer for enveloping and carrying messages through the Internet, and the message
layer for representation of the messages.
The transportation layer makes use of different transportation protocols depending on the mode
of submission. Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Secure Multi Purpose Internet Mail
Extension (S/MIME) and Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol (S/HTTP) are the three major ones
being used. Security measures have been applied to the usage of these protocols. The system
requires users to provide their certified key when performing the transfer. The keys are released
by NSFC during the user registration and authentication process.
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In the message layer, the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) standard and third party
document standards (e.g., Microsoft Office and Kingsoft WPS) are used as the representation
vehicles. Applicants can submit proposals to IRIS in one of the following two ways, HTML form
filled in online with attachments, or full proposal based on Word or WPS formats.
When choosing HTML form format, users need to fill in all required proposal data to be stored in
the IRIS database. IRIS then generates a pre-filled document (with the submitted data already
filled in) in Word or WPS format by option. The applicant downloads the form and fills in other
required contents.
When choosing Word or WPS format, users can download a proposal template and fill in all
required data (e.g., Figure 5). The templates were created with (1) embedded XML tags for the
data fields to be extracted, (2) data objects such as list-boxes and pull-down-lists enabled with
macros to allow ease of data entry and representation, and (3) macro programs for validity
checking and data capture. Before submission, the completed form must be checked by the builtin macros for data completeness, validity, and conformance to business rules, and then protected
with password against unauthorized changes. After checking and protection, all required data to
be extracted are captured and stored as XML strings hidden in the proposal document. The data
can be extracted efficiently by corresponding modules in the back-end systems for storage in
databases. Extraction is a key measure in the e-document management solution to reduce the
workload at the server side and increase system efficiency.
Back-end. Documents submitted to IRIS are sent to the corresponding extraction modules after
being classified by the classification module. The various extractors (shown in Figure 4) extract
required data from the submitted documents in different formats, and then generate data in XML

Figure 5. Word-based Proposal Document to be Prepared Offline
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format for a module called “Data manager,” which parses the XML data and exports them into
IRIS database. This approach makes the solution less dependent on the implementation platform.
Even when some components, such as the DBMS, are to be changed, only minor modification is
needed for the system. Finally, a module called “PDF converter” converts the whole proposal
documents into PDF format and keeps a copy in the document repository.
The implementation of the extractors varies. For a HTML-based document, a simple web server
can extract the data from the POST/GET data packet. For Word or WPS documents, data
extraction involves picking up the XML strings embedded in the documents. Since XML is used
as the intermediate data format, the workload of those extractors is reduced greatly. The data
extraction process can be extended to support other third party document formats because the
use of XML format as intermediate is generalizable.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
FUNCITONAL MODULES
This subsection describes the major functional modules in Figure 4.
Word extractor. Data extraction functions are performed by programming a relevant Microsoft
Word API (Application Programming Interface). Prior to proposal submission, embedded macro
programs call Microsoft Word components to validate the contents, capture required data, for
project management, and hide them in XML strings (Section IV). At the back end, the Word
extractor obtains the required data from the Word file at the server side. The ActiveX standard is
used as the basic protocol to communicate with Word components.
WPS extractor. Kingsoft WPS file format is another commonly used document standards in
China, released as part of Kingsoft’s WPS Office. Like Microsoft Word format, WPS file format is
also selected as a document standards in ISIS. WPS Office series also provide an API for the
manipulation of document content. Similar to data extraction in a Word file, embedded macros
extract data, which are retrieved at the server side by calling WPS Office supporting components.
Data Manager. Results in XML format from the above two extractors are sent to the data
manager to populate the database. The data manager includes two sub modules, a database
access module and a data integration module. The database access module provides the basic
support for database communication, including connection creation, transaction coordination, and
query execution. The data integration module receives the extracted proposal data, parses them
by translating the serialized XML text and integrates them into existing data set. The data
integration module is wrapped as a Web service so that it can be called by IRIS from remote sites
in a standard manner for data exchange.
PDF converter. Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF) is selected as the standard
format of document repository in ISIS because it is one of the most widely used document
standards for e-document exchange and management. Besides portability and platformindependence, it provides support to the Document Object Model (DOM). The PDF converter is
implemented by the programming interface of Adobe Acrobat. It converts Word or WPS files to
PDF files by calling the corresponding components.
SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
ISIS/IRIS systems ensure data security in multiple ways at both document and transportation
levels. At document level, once a proposal passes the built-in validity check, the applicant is
prompted to provide a secret key to prevent modifications by anyone other than the author.
During the proposal review process, the system sends encrypted proposals to reviewers so that
only the reviewers selected can view the proposal using their assigned key. The keys are issued
by NSFC separately during the user registration and authentication process.
At the transportation level, Secure Socket Layer (SSL) technology and Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) are applied during data transfer between the server and clients. The system requires users
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to provide their certification keys when performing the transfer. When using MiniIRIS to submit a
package of proposals to ISIS, a specially designed algorithm is used to compress the data
package, which can only be decompressed by a corresponding algorithm; a sequence number is
also assigned to each university/institute to authenticate its identity while submitting the package.
Strict access control is also implemented in the system architecture to ensure security. The
Intranet servers and Internet servers are separated with different authorizations to different user
groups. Furthermore, different users can only access their pre-specified Web pages related to the
authorized functions and information.
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple means are allowed for proposal submission in light of potential Internet access and
connection speed constraints (Section II). Moreover, given the peak-load challenge, performance
is an important issue to the success of the solution. In addition to the distributed process (Section
II), workload balancing is also applied to databases, Web servers and application services:
1. Separate database and database servers are used for storing proposals, experts,
review comments, and public queries based on their business process duration and
access frequency.
2. Three Web servers and Microsoft’s Web workload balancing technology are used to
release the bottleneck during the peak time.
3. Application services, such as document extraction, PDF generation and email
processing, can be executed in parallel on multiple machines controlled by a task
manager. As a result, when one server encounters failure, its tasks can be taken over by
other servers and its information can be recovered.
VI. EVALUATION OF THE SOLUTION
ADVANTAGES OF THE SOLUTION
The e-document solution developed for NSFC was proven successful by the pilot run in 2002
involving 16 universities and research institutes. In 2003, it was rolled out at the national level and
sustained the annual peak load in March. The system architecture with Web services allowed
efficient communication and coordination among distributed document management systems. It
greatly improved data reliability and quality, timeliness, and consistency between NSFC and local
universities/research institutes.
The e-document management solution shortened the cycle time, and saved processing
expenses, by eliminating the need for multiple hardcopies of proposals, postage associated with
external reviews, and data entry work. It also enabled a re-engineered business process.
Proposal data were extracted and available for decision-making and subsequent management
processes (e.g., assigning external experts for peer evaluation of proposals) soon after the
submission deadline.. Furthermore, proposals can be sent to external reviewers as PDF
documents as part of the online evaluation process. As a result, NSFC decided to waive the
RMB500 (about US$60) processing fees paid by the applicant of each proposal. Whereas five
hardcopies were still required by NSFC in 2003, only one copy with signatures and official stamps
was required in 2004 for archival and legal considerations. This paperwork reduction will result in
further efficiency and savings for all stakeholders.
E-document management also benefits fund recipient organizations. Compared to the previous
paper-based approach, major benefits include reduced workload and handling of paperwork.
Previously, administrators needed to review the proposals and check their validity and
completeness manually, (e.g., to make sure NSFC regulations are followed and they contained
no obvious omissions) to improve the application’s probability of success. Much of this work is
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now done by the e-document solution Organizations, however, still need to review and endorse
the proposals. Since data extraction is done at the local level, much data entry/re-entry is
eliminated. Furthermore, common managerial reports and statistics can be generated by IRIS.
A unique strength of the NSFC e-document is that applicants can use a popular word processor
to prepare their entire proposals offline, and submit them to their local organizations. This step
can be performed without Internet access, which is a necessary and useful alternative to a
national e-document management solution for a developing country like China. Moreover, the
Word/WPS-based full proposal affords several distinct advantages:
1. compared to Web-based form-filling, the Word/WPS-based proposal is easy for
frequent access and modification, and easy to share among collaborating researchers;
2. consistency is maintained in the format and layout between the electronic copy and
hardcopy for signatures and review; and
3. the process of proposal preparation is convenient and compatible with users’ normal
way of document preparation, allowing custom formatting and the use of advanced word
processing functions.
SURVEY
A survey was conducted on a sample of 120 professors and research administrators from 16
universities in China after the pilot-run of electronic submission of proposals in 2002. The great
majority of the respondents (95%) to our survey found the e-document solution easy to use. Such
high usability score showed that the offline preparation of full proposal was easy to use, and
much welcome by researchers. Similarly, 95% of the users either strongly agreed or agreed that
e-document management was convenient. Most importantly, 87% either strongly agreed or
agreed that it enhanced efficiency.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although it was developed to address several unique challenges faced by NSFC, the two-tiered
approach can be adapted and applied to a broad range of e-document management settings. For
example, as far as we know, most of the universities in North America and Asia perform their
local project administrative functions in collaboration with national funding agencies in a twotiered manner. Whereas e-Government/business applications are used at both levels, there is no
direct information sharing between their systems. Typically, individual researchers submit their
proposal data and documents electronically to the national research agencies such as the NSF.
Our two-tiered solution based on Web services and XML can facilitate greater efficiency of
Internet-based applications and inter-organizational integration.
The use of XML as the intermediate for data extraction and interchange between different
document formats and platforms is also novel and applicable to other e-document management
tasks. As discussed in Section IV, with its global standard and wide acceptance, XML provides a
simple, standard, self-describing way of storing and exchanging text and data. Therefore, we
believe that our solution is generalizable.
ISIS currently provides user interfaces and data management in three language standards
including Simplified Chinese characters, Traditional Chinese characters, and English. All display
and prompts to users are kept in a data file, instead of being hardwired into programs, thus
system administrators at the funding agency can access and customize them. Similarly, system
administrators can customize proposal labels. Therefore, we believe it is easy to extend the
solution to support other languages.
A limitation of the NSFC solution is that in developing countries, Internet and network
infrastructure can be a hurdle for the two-tiered approach. For example, institutions without fast or
reliable Internet access cannot run IRIS. Instead, they must use a standalone version (MiniIRIS,
shown in Figure 2) to handle proposal submission and data extraction. Furthermore, as an
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Internet-based system, IRIS is subject to network infrastructure constraints, and is far more
complicated in system installation and technical support than a standalone system.
Another limitation is that, from an operational point of view, our solution is based a one-to-many
relationship between one particular funding agency and all universities and research institutions
as fund recipient organizations. However, where there are multiple funding agencies, a local IRIS
needs to communicate with multiple e-document management systems in a many-to-many
relationship. It would be ideal to create a generic version of IRIS, instead of one for each funding
organization. However, technological and organizational challenges need to be overcome to
develop and deploy systems with such flexibility and scalability. For example, both in
administrative procedures and information requirements for project management would need to
be standardized.
In summary, our e-document management solution proved effective in addressing several unique
challenges faced by NSFC. It is based on a two-tiered approach with the use of Web services for
system integration between the two levels and the use of XML as the intermediate format of
information representation. Moreover, multiple submission channels are used to deal with the
Internet accessibility constraint, which is typical in developing countries. The innovative
application of Web services and XML for e-document management is flexible and generalizeable
to fit the need of a broad range of e-document management tasks.
Editor’s Note: This article was received on May 30, 2004. It was with the authors for
approximately 5 months for 1 revision and was published on December 22, 2004.
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